
SAVILLS STUDLEY



THE COMPANY

Savills Studley is the leading commercial real estate services firm specializing in tenant representation. Founded in  

1954, the firm pioneered the conflict-free business model of representing only tenants in their commercial real  

estate transactions.

Savills Studley’s growing business in the Southwest region led to the formation of its Dallas office in 2000.  

This office’s team of leading commercial real estate brokers has contributed to the expansion of the firm’s  

presence in Dallas, San Antonio, Austin, and other Southwest markets.

Today, supported by high quality market research and in-depth analysis, Savills Studley provides strategic real  

estate solutions to organizations across all industries.

THE CHALLENGE

When Savills Studley moved their Dallas office to the Signature Building of Chase Tower, they had an idea of what  

they wanted the new space to look like. With their ideas, a collaboration with Interior Resources, a Kimball Select  

Dealer, and Kimball began. Together Kimball was able to listen to the ideas Savills Studley envisioned their space  

to be and presented unique solutions that would allow them to accomplish the look they wanted while still being  

different enough from other office spaces.  

 

Some of the areas in the new space presented a challenge, which required the team to create applications that  

could balance the design intent they were looking for with the feasibility of the space.  Another challenge in the  

project was being able to present a complete solution while staying within the budget that was required by  

Savills Studley. They loved what was presented to them, so together, all parties worked to achieve the solution  

while staying within budget.



THE SOLUTION

Kimball invited Savills Studley to visit the Dallas showroom for an opportunity to experience the Kimball product first-hand.  

From the visit, they could envision Kimball products binging their space to life! As with any interiors project, the partnership 

between Savills Studley, Interiors Resources, and Kimball allowed everyone to work together through several different 

iterations of planning to achieve the design intent Savills Studley was after. 

Within the space, they aimed to incorporate a balanced blend of open plan with private offices. Xsite was selected  

for the open plan because it was somewhat different from standard systems and incorporating a mix of materials  

with the functionality of a bench, they found a solution that serves multiple users within a single footprint. 

For the private office space, height adjustable Priority desks with Wish chairs achieved the look they wanted, while  

offering the ability to alternate between sitting and standing throughout the day. It was a beautiful combination with  

the functionality required in today’s work environment.

In the conference rooms, Dock meeting tables with Alumma chairs were utilized in the larger spaces while Priority  

and Alumma were used in the smaller conference areas. Joelle lounge seating and Stow were also components  

that rounded out the conference spaces.

For the café and break room, they chose Bingo chairs with Dock tables that provided a durable yet beautiful solution.  

These products pair together perfectly to round out a functional space with a clean aesthetic. Bloom lounge chairs  

and tables were selected for their classic look, but with a comfort level that was pleasing, in their phone booth  

locations, giving users a respite when needing to make a private call. 

The end result was a new space for Savills Studley that eluded charm, comfort and most of all, an area that employees  

felt at home. 

“We had an idea in our head of what we thought our new space should look like. By working with the team at Kimball 

and Interiors and Resources, they brought our vision to reality and created a beautiful space that was both welcoming 

and functional for everyone. Through this partnership, we were able to rely on the experts to help guide us to make sure 

we created an environment that was right for us and best portrayed our brand image. We couldn’t be happier with the 

outcome of our space,” stated Frank McCafferty, Executive Managing Director, Co-Branch Manager at Savills Studley.



LOCATION
Dallas, Texas 

INDUSTRY

Commercial Real Estate 

SQUARE FOOTAGE

900,000

ROOM TYPES

Private Offices, Conference Rooms, Café and Dining,  

and Lounge spaces 

FURNITURE LINES USED

Xsite, Wish, Priority, Dock, Stow, Alumma, Joelle,  

Bingo, Bloom

DEALER 

Inter ior  Resources

800.482.1818
kimball.com
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